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Global Research Needs Your Support

By The Global Research Team
Global Research, July 03, 2019

Global Research provides penetrating analysis of world events. The articles published by this
invaluable website pull no punches in reporting on global power relations.

-Marjorie Cohn (Professor Emerita, Thomas Jefferson School of Law)

Global Research is one of the few international News sites I completely trust. I make it
required reading for my Political Sociology classes.

-Peter Phillips Ph.D. (Professor of Political Sociology, Sonoma State University)

Dear Readers,

We thank those of you who have come to our aid over the past month, and ask those of you
who haven’t to consider making a donation or taking out a membership with us today. At
present  we  are  struggling  to  meet  our  monthly  costs  and  are  in  fact  running  a  deficit.
However,  we  have  a  large  readership  for  which  we  are  extremely  thankful.

If each of our readers made a donation, or took out a membership with us, we would be well
on  our  way  to  remedying  the  situation.  Become  a  member  or  make  a  donation  by
clicking below:

Click to become a member:

Global Research Annual Membership – $95.00/year

All new members (annual basis) as well as all membership renewal
(annual basis) will receive a FREE copy of “Voices from Syria” by Mark Taliano, as well as a
FREE copy of “The Global Economic Crisis: The Great Depression of the XXI Century“, edited
by Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall.

CLICK TO BECOME A MEMBER!

Global Research Annual Membership – $48.00/year

(Students / Seniors / Low-Income)

All new members (annual basis) as well as all membership renewals (annual basis) will
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receive a FREE copy (in PDF format) of “The Global Economic Crisis: The Great Depression of
the XXI Century“, edited by Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall, as well as a
copy (in PDF format) of “Towards a WWIII Scenario: The Dangers of Nuclear War” by Michel
Chossudovsky.

CLICK TO BECOME A MEMBER!

Global Research Monthly Membership – $9.50/month

All new members (monthly basis) will receive a FREE copy (in PDF format) of “Towards a
WWIII Scenario: The Dangers of Nuclear War” by Michel Chossudovsky.

CLICK TO BECOME A MEMBER!

 

Global Research Monthly Membership – $5.00/month

(Students / Seniors / Low-Income)

All new members (monthly basis) will receive a FREE copy (in PDF format) of “Towards a
WWIII Scenario: The Dangers of Nuclear War” by Michel Chossudovsky.

CLICK TO BECOME A MEMBER!

 

Sustainer Member – $200/per year

Help  support  Global  Research  with  an  annual  membership  payment  of  $200.00.  Each
Sustainer Member will receive any two books of their choice from our Online Store, as well
as a FREE copy of  “The Globalization of War” by Michel Chossudovsky.

CLICK TO BECOME A MEMBER!

FOR FULL DETAILS AND OPTIONS, PLEASE VISIT OUR MEMBERSHIP PAGE

Click to donate:
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DONATIONS BY POST:

To donate by post, kindly send a cheque or international money order, made out to CRG, to
our postal address:

Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
P.O. Box 55019
11, Notre-Dame Ouest
Montreal, QC
CANADA  H2Y 4A7

Payment by check is accepted in US or Canadian dollars, GBP & EUR.

Thank you for your essential support!
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